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ABSTRACT :
In the frame of the French program SPIN, CEA has undertaken the development of the

DIAMEX process which is the first step in the strategy of separation of minor actinides from fission
products in High Level Waste. The extractant belongs to the diamide family and lead to a
coextraction actinides(III) - lanthanides(III). The study focuses on thermodynamic properties (AH,
AG, AS) related to the extraction of lanthanide elements by malonamide in order to have a better
knowledge of the driven force and to explain some extraction differences between extractants. The
main experimental technique used is the microcalorimetric titration whose principle will be
detailed.

Preliminary studies concern reactions of complexation Ln3+ - diamide in an homogeneous
aqueous phase. We can assume that reaction is endothermic but some difficulties were encountered
to obtain both K and AH because of low complexation constants and small heats of reaction.
Additional studies were carried out with spectroscopic methods (UV-Visible and LITRFS) to
determine precise AGr values. The variation in the lanthanide series was also studied.

The main work deals with the thermodynamic constants of extraction for which both
microcalorimetry and classical Vant'Hoff approaches were studied : the results will be presented
and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The CEA is currently developing the DIAMEX process, which is the first step in the

strategy for the partitioning of minor actinides from high-level radioactive waste (1, 2). The
extractant which belongs to the diamide family of molecules is able to coextract the trivalent
actinides and lanthanides. This study focuses on the thermodynamic properties (AH, AG, AS) of
lanthanide extraction by malonamide in order to better understand the mechanisms involved and to
account for differences in the behaviour of various diamide extractants. The determination of the
reaction enthalpy ArH was realised by two methods : the classical vant'Hoff method (variation of
metal nitrate distribution ratios with temperature) and the microcalorimetric titration.

This last technique was adapted to allow extraction studies. The Thermal Activity Monitor
(TAM) microcalorimeter from Thermometric is a modular system with a highly stable (± 0.1 mK)
temperature-controlled bath containing up to four calorimetry vessel units. The sensor bulbs
inserted in the reaction vessel are able to measure heat flows in static or dynamic conditions
(Figure 1).

Microcalorimetry, and calorimetric titration in particular, is a field in rapid expansion as a
result of technical improvements in both hardware and software (3). In the case of an equilibrium
reaction, titration allows both ArG and ArH (and thus ArS) to be determined simultaneously (4).



Figure 1 : TAM microcalorimeter : global view and detailed presentation of the
calorimetric unit (A) and the measurement vial (B).

COMPLEXATION OF LANTHANIDESqil) BY TEMA
It was considered important to initiate first this thermochemical investigation with an

homogeneous phase reaction, consequently the first study concerned the aqueous phase
complexation of a trivalent lanthanide ion by a water-soluble diamide, the tetraethylmalonamide
(TEMA: (C2H5)2NCO-CH2CON(C2H5)2). In the test system the heat of dilution of the diamide in
water is preponderant over the heat arising from the complexation reaction (Figure 2) ; the result is
a positive value corresponding to an endothermic reaction between Nd(III) and the TEMA ligand.
However, equilibrium constant K and AH are both very small, and cannot be calculated from the
resulting Qv = /(«TEMA) curves. Moreover, in aqueous phase, the reactions involved are different
from those observed when neodymium(III) is extracted into an organic phase by a diamide
extractant and the medium must be further characterized before the calorimetry data can be fully
interpreted. Additional studies are in progress to confirm the existence of two complexes and to
more accurately determine the relevant complexation constant(s).
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Figure 2 : Thermic signals due to the first additions of 10|aL of TEMA 0,512 M in water
in a solution of Nd(NO3)3 0,05 M in water (25°C)

The overall heat values measured were compared using a McMillan-Mayer approach. The
thermodynamic excess functions (reflecting the deviation from ideality) were expressed as a sum of
pair and triplet interactions among the solutes in solution (i.e. Nd(III) and TEMA) (5)
HE = hd + hjjCj2 f
where ha and h

+ Ihiffij + hafif +... (eq. 1)
are the interaction parameters for the /-/ pairs or i-i-i triplets, and and c7- are the

concentrations of solutes / and j . Unlike the measured heat values, the interaction parameters are
intensive, i.e. independent of the experimental conditions. After evaluating the heat of dilution of
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TEMA in water (exothermic phenomenon), the theory was applied to the Nd(III)-TEMA
complexation reaction. The observed linearity of the Qr/V-[Nd]lot versus [TEMA] curve is consistent
with the expression of the excess enthalpy HE = /ZNCI-TEMA [TEMA][Nd], confirming the existence of
an endothermic interaction between the TEMA ligand and neodymium(III) in the aqueous phase.
The results obtained were analyzed in this way, and the ANCI-TEMA interaction parameters compared.
A comparison of the h values for various media revealed the following variations:

NO3") > /?Nd-TEMA(HNO3)

which indicates a weaker interaction between Nd(III) and TEMA in the presence of nitrate ions.
The variation of h over the lanthanide series of M(III) ions was also investigated in water : the
^M(III)-TEMA parameter was characterized by a non monotonic increase with the Z of lanthanides
(Figure 3) : the endothermic character of the Ln(III)/TEMA interaction increases with a so called
tetrade effect.
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Figure 3 : Variation of the interaction parameter hLn(iii)-TEMA along the serie of lanthanides
(complexation in H2O)

EXTRACTION OF LANTHANIDESQH) AND AMQID BY DMDBTDMA
Experiments were also conducted to determine the enthalpy of Nd(III) extraction by

DMDBTDMA, a lipophilic diamide (N,N'-dimethyl N,N'-dibutyl tetradecylmalonamide, the first
reference molecule proposed for the DIAMEX process (1)).
The extraction enthalpy AextH was determined by the classical vant'Hoff approach for the nitrates of
the trivalent La, Nd, Eu, Er, Yb and Am ions. An increase of AextH was observed along the Ln(III)
ion series, with AexlH equal to -35kJ/mol for La(III) and to -27kJ/mol for Yb(III), from HNO3 3
mol/L medium. The extraction reaction is exothermic, and the numerical values are quite higher
than the published values on comparable systems (6). In the case of the actinide ion Am(III), the
AextH value was found equal to -36kJ/mol.
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Figure 4 : D(Ln)=f(l/T) for [DMDBTDMA]=0,5 mol/L in TPH
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The measurements performed with titration calorimetry on the extraction of Nd(III) in
neutral aqueous conditions (NaNC>3 2,5 mol/L) give comparable results, see Table I.

Table I : Enthalpy for the extraction of Nd(III) nitrate from aqueous NaNC>3 2.5 mol/L
solution to DMDBTDMA-dodecane solution.

[diamide]
(mol/L)

0.49
0.60
0.82
1.30

-Qtot (mJ)

14.5
30.5
78

272

DNd

0.054
0.11
0.40
1.73

-ArH (kJ/mol)

Microcalorimetry
(25°C)

58

vant'Hoff
(NaNO3 2.5 mol/L)

63
53
45
32

46
30

The diamide concentration and also the composition of the aqueous phase have a major
influence on the reaction enthalpy.

CONCLUSION :
In conclusion, the preliminary results related to the determination of the thermodynamic

parameters of the complexation and extraction of trivalent lanthanides and actinides ions are highly
encouraging. The technique of titration calorimetry has now been mastered both for homogeneous
phase reactions and for extraction reactions in two-phase media. The first tests with trivalent
lanthanide/diamide systems were very productive and highlighted the influence of the medium on
the thermodynamic properties : the reactions were found endothermic in a homogeneous aqueous
phase—resembling more to interactions than to true complexations—while extraction is exothermic
and highly sensitive to the ligand concentration.
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